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Whether social divisions are growing or shrinking …
Income inequalities did not grow very much BUT the degree of 
inequality and the poverty rates are overall higher in Italy (Saraceno

et al., 2009)
in a time of recession, the national north-south divide is far more 
evident

I will  limit my contribution to cities and to the spatial  dimension  
and….

….YES, I would say that socio-spatial divisions are growing

National disinvestment in policies targeting integration as well as 
urban regeneration is consistent
If not “segregation”, “separation” may be considered as a leading 
principle orienting  urban change (at policy and urban design level, 
even when social mix is announced)
a sight on Milan and Turin, also based on a research funded by Puca



Recalling Torino
In my presentation during the weak market cities seminar in Turin 2008, my 
point was “Why Torino is unusual as far as urban regeneration is 
concerned?”
….

assuming that “non-physical “actions (eg. culture) make the 
difference

assuming local development and citizens participation as a core 
factor of urban regeneration and city re-development

recognising that in the absence of urban regeneration and
neighbourhood policies, a demand for safety policies takes the
lead



Recalling Torino 2

Now I would rather ask,
“How much of an exception has Torino been?”:

Torino emerges as an exception in which the local government actively 
targeted socio (spatial) divisions and integration objectives

It is probably for those reasons of exception (political ones) that explain why 
in Torino there is no evidence of the problems and disorders that we are 
experiencing elsewhere

BUT the season of urban regeneration programs seems to be over and 
Torino has NOT been an exception as far as planning and design of new 
urban development is concerned: the quality of new neighborhoods is 
amazingly poor, as if little was learned



Milano seen from Torino 
In Milano and its region – Lombardia - Torino is openly regarded as an 
example of excessive public-led action (by the local government). 

In Milano

1. Reduced action for neighborhood regeneration/development

Public action is retreating from urban regeneration and recovery of 
social housing estates 
The evolution of these areas seem to be again very much detached 
from the destiny of the overall city 

While no national relevant programs and funding are provided and the 
lack of European funding on these subjects does not help to counteract 



Milano seen from Torino

2. A trend: in the face of big housing needs, the focus on housing 
for low and middle income groups

focus on fuelling new construction, focus on Italian nationals, focus on 
the involvement of private and non-profit  actors into development of 
the rental market

the negotiation between public and private is producing oversimplified 
spaces : neither the public nor the private seem to take any risk in 
articulating a more complex urban space

moreover, a tendency in producing and organizing the separation 
between different social groups as well as a rise in intolerance



Problems 1 – general
social divisions, integration/segregation

After the threats of suburbanization, in a phase of return to the city, the 
specific dense urban character of the city is threatened

Encounters become conflicts, unplanned uses become deviant, 
unexpected populations become intruders

Spatial, physical separation as a solution: drawing boundary lines, 
putting up fences, separating, and sanitizing public spaces (squares, 
parks, church porticos)

Public order instead of social and integration projects



Problems 2 – focus
Italy’s recent problem with migrant communities

Migrants in Italy are 6,7%, about 4 millions people, largely concentrated 
in the northern regions

In the country (where 80%) of the population is living in own occupied 
housing, migrants (Cresme , 2006) are a significant proportion in 
housing demand: in the period 2006-2026, something between 37% and 
54% of the overall housing demand will come from immigrants

Housing conditions are one of the factors producing social disadvantage 
even when immigrants have a regular position and a job: 1/3 of migrants 
(Censis, 2004)



Separation 1. The old Chinese community, the conflict between 
retail and warehouse developments and local inhabitants 
(nationals and property owners): raising the sidewalks, a car free 
area

Separation 2. The concentration of Rom people and of new illegal 
migrants squattering abandoned buildings and settling down in slums 
sort of settlements: systematic eviction

Separation 3. The loss of control on a neighbourhood with a vast 
majority of north-African and South-American population: public order 
as only institutional response

Problems 2 – focus
Italy’s recent problem with migrant communities

(some) recent examples from Milano
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How are other cities faring?
Nationwide, a variety of cities and situations, many middle sized cities are 
doing fairly well (size matters, especially as far as the integration of 
migrants is concerned)

But

Many cities are struggling and suffering under the drive of federalism and 
devolution, in the long run local governments seem too weak to tackle 
problems of social integration related to structural changes: 
- it’s a matter of fields of policy action
- short term, resolute, visible and symbolic results are politically far more 
rewarding then insecure long term action plans

Intervention aimed at control, prevention and order certainly guarantee 
more results in the short term than policies tackling the same questions 
from a social or urban policy angle



Thank you for your attention!
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